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When I look back on what has been

accomplished this year, I am amazed

that the progress made has been

achieved in just twelve short months.

The new face of BEC is now firmly

established and our purpose,

mission, and, most importantly,

values and ways of doing business,

are clear for all to see. I believe that

this is reflected in the Annual Review

that you are now holding. It truly

reflects us as a company and what

matters to us and I hope that you

will agree is not the typical

corporate document that you have

been used to seeing. 

It has taken a great deal of

perseverance, patience, tolerance

and sheer hard work to get us where

we are today, and I can honestly say

that I have never been more proud

to be associated with BEC, its great

team and its achievements than I am

at present.  

 

But this is only the start of the

journey. We are now in a position to

move forward from a solid

foundation and achieve so much

more than previously would not have

seemed possible. 

 



MICHAEL PEMBERTON, CEO

EXECUTIVE 

SUMMARY
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What a year! The last financial year

has seen our plans at North Shore

and Westlakes gain significant

traction. Through the hard work of

our team we are now building on our

plans and keeping our promise to

deliver meaningful change in our

region.  

 

Through this report we are keen to

share the story behind our success.

From the completion of our

restructure in June last year and the

commencement of our energy

master planning in August, the

summer months saw us get stuck

into the big challenges. September

saw us take part in our first World 

Green Building Week, an 

embodiment of our low carbon

golden thread that increased

companywide knowledge about low

carbon issues. 

 

January saw the launch of our own

in-house grounds maintenance team,

bringing new skills to the company,

and in February we welcomed a new

building to the BEC family in the

form of Joseph Noble Road.  

 

2019 will be a big year for BEC. As we

look to improve Westlakes and

deliver at North Shore it will be a

defining year – but with our current

momentum,  we are ready. 
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FINANCE

HARD WORK TURNS 

THE TIDE 

£252,462
GROUP PROFITS

For the first time in its 30-year history BEC is in
profit without external funding. This review
shows our momentum.  
 
BEC’s story this year is not of huge profits and
year-on-year growth that typifies many annual
reviews, instead it champions the progress
made in developing a robust business model
following the removal of nuclear funding in April
2016.   
 
For year ending 31 March 2018, BEC reported
group profits of £252,462 (pre-tax profits of
£82,181). This strong performance has been
achieved sooner than anticipated, supporting
BECs investment in property acquisitions and
development, in particular our aspirations for
the North Shore in Whitehaven.  2018/19 will see
BEC continue this momentum delivering
consistently strong financial performance with
projected turnover of £2.9 million and pre-tax
profits of £100k+ anticipated.  

The turnaround has been driven by the Estates
Team who have focussed on building security in
our property portfolio. 
 
They have been supported by the Finance Team
who have undertaken significant work to
improve the financial performance and
management arrangements of the business,
including improvements in financial reporting
(in particular 5-year medium-term
planning/cash flow forecasts); the introduction
of our ‘Capital Programme’; and a fundamental
review of Service Charge Accounting to ensure
transparency for tenants.   
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Group structure and details 
 
BEC is a Trading Name of: 
 
Energy Coast West Cumbria Ltd (Co. No 02234442) 
Energy Coast West Cumbria Properties Ltd (Co. No
02414283)  
& Energy Coast West Cumbria Workspace Ltd (Co.
No 02259526).  
 
The company also has the registered trading name
Britain's Energy Coast.
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ENERGY

OUR GOLDEN THREAD

18 COMPANIES
COMPETED TO WORK WITH US IN
OUR MICROGRID TENDER

ZERO NET CARBON
ASPIRATION FOR NORTH SHORE

1ST
BEC PARTICIPATION IN WORLD
GREEN BUILDING WEEK

BEC is committed to sustainable building practices and
upholding a low carbon agenda. It’s what we call our
‘Golden Thread’ – and it runs through everything we do. Our
focus is to deliver meaningful and lasting change for our
planet and our community. 2017/18 saw significant steps
forward for our energy aspirations.  
 
In May 2017 we launched a nationwide open tender to find
the brightest minds in the energy industry for our Westlakes
Energy Masterplan. In August our dream of a smart
microgrid that would bring a low carbon revolution to our
own business and our tenants came closer as we appointed
Forrest to undertake detailed research about the
possibilities the site holds. From solar arrays to peer-to-
peer trading of energy storage between buildings, we are
now building on this research with detailed feasibility and
funding reviews.  
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As the financial year closed, we prepared to
unveil our aspirations for North Shore
becoming a Zero Net Carbon (ZNC)*
development and a flagship sustainable
development that will inspire our industry
peers. We believe that low carbon building
requires clever choices, not higher capital
outlay – and in North Shore we will showcase
how to bring ZNC dreams to fruition.  
 

* A ZNC building is defined as a highly energy efficient building that produces energy on-site, or procures, enough carbon-free renewable energy
to meet building operations energy consumption annually.

September saw the team participate in our first
World Green Building week, with knowledge
sharing sessions internally and external thought
leadership from Michael Pemberton, Joe Martin,
Bill Graham and Rob Miller. The week was the
perfect chance for all team members to grow
their understanding of sustainable building and
a company-wide training session was held at
the Cleator Moor HQ, which had just been
refurbished to the level of a BREEAM Good rating.  
 
 
 



7
new team
members

BEC’s team, not its buildings,
remain its greatest asset. Our team
has blossomed into a supportive
and stable family. The 2017/18
financial year kicked off with
significant change as we
completed a restructure in line with
our commercial focus and we are
proud to have achieved a 100%
talent retention rate following this
activity. In addition, we have
improved the depth of talent within
the organisation with 7 significant
hires at all levels – from apprentice
to senior leadership team spanning
estates, grounds maintenance,
finance, operations, energy and
community. 
 
The flagship hire of Gemma
Leadbetter to the post of Head of
Finance in December has brought
significant momentum to the
senior leadership team and training

has taken a sharp focus in the
finance department with Elaine
White undertaking an AAT
Foundation Certificate in
Bookkeeping – Level 2 course. 
Elaine’s hard work has inspired the
whole team and proved the value
of investment in professional
development. In January we also
saw a major development of talent
in our team as we acquired
Greenlands Grounds maintenance
to establish our own in-house
grounds maintenance team led by
Steven Parry.  
 
We continue to recruit on values
and behaviours in conjunction with
professional competencies and as
the financial year closed, the
implementation of clear and
measurable appraisals was well
underway.  
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HR

TEAM TALK

100+

100%

courses
passed

retention
post
restructure





Rachel Murray comes 3rd in
National Apprenticeship Week

Adam & Rachel with the
Foodbank bin at Ingwell Hall£1000 raised for Cash For Kids CFM, Christmas 2017

Completion of PaR  
systems lease,  

Joseph Noble Road, Lillyhall

Rob & Michael at the Allerdale
Open for Business Event Adam, Joe and Norman volunteering for the Foodbank



Supporting the bid for Allerdale Borough Council for Rugby League World Cup 2021
Nicola & daughter planting a tree 

at Ashfield Infant school

Recruitment of three ground maintenance team membersRecruitment of three FSOs
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

GIVING:BEC

At BEC, we’re proud of the fact we use
our profits to do good. When we’re
not investing directly in new
regeneration projects, we’re putting
time, expertise and funding right
where it’s needed: at the heart of
communities across Cumbria and
beyond. We support local clubs, local
charities and energy schemes that
offer a brighter future for the people
within our local areas. 
 
Our Giving:BEC activity falls into
three key areas: donation of our time
and expertise, donation of our
facilities and finally, financial
assistance. In the financial year 17/18
we supported more than 15 local
organisations including a leading
£5k sponsorship of Cleator Moor
Celtic Football club that is supporting
the club to develop more youth
coaches and improve its clubhouse
energy efficiency on the doorstep of
our HQ.  
 
With team members empowered to
support causes close to their hearts:
either through two paid days of
volunteering time each year or via
making our facilities available to
organisations in need.  
 
The list of local causes we have
championed is diverse: from meeting
space support for Women in Nuclear
to Westlakes grown forest school
trees for Ashfield Infants School.
Macmillan, Whitehaven Hospital,
Cockermouth School and Cash for
Kids have all seen Giving:BEC support
over the year.  
 
Sustained support for the valuable
work of North Lakes Foodbank has
seen us increase the number of 
 
 

WHERE NEXT?

We will build on this work by
exploring the possibility of creating a
trust with a proportion of turnover
and profits dedicated to meaningful
and long-lasting community support

collection points at Westlakes and introduce the first ever
collection point at our Cleator Moor HQ. Mental health and
wellbeing has also been a major focus of the year with
support for Work Wellbeing to offer innovative “walk & talk”
therapy as companies across the country look for better
ways to address good mental health in the workplace 
 
Moving forward, we will build on this work by exploring the
possibility of creating a trust with a proportion of turnover
and profits dedicated to meaningful and long-lasting
community support. We will also continue our engagement
as a founding partner of Cumbria Exchange.  
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100+
HOURS 

VOLUNTEERED 

and more than 15 local 

organisations supported. 

£4300
DIRECT FINANCIAL 

CONTRIBUTIONS

To local causes alongside our 

time and experience  

50+
MEETING ROOM 

HOURS DONATED

Meaning our people. profits 

and property are all supporting 

the community. 
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LET ESTATE

MORE TO OUR BRICKS & 

MORTAR 

10+
PROPERTIES MANGED ACROSS 4
SITES

NEW PROPERTY 
ACQUIRED AT JOSEPH NOBLE RD

>80%
OCCUPANCY AT WESTLAKES FOR 4
CONSECUTIVE QUARTERS

Over the last 12 months we have begun
preparing BEC’s property portfolio for
investment and growth. When the business
commercialised in 2016 the new management
team faced a challenging scenario, to focus on
making Westlakes the jewel in BEC’s property
crown, while maintaining key business-as-usual
operations and services without any legacy
funding 
 
Consequently, the business has begun to evolve
and reflect upon its substantial commercial
portfolio while being a key catalyst in
establishing and bringing substantial property
redevelopment opportunities to West Cumbria.   
 
Derwent Howe and Blencathra occupancy rates
hit 100% during 2018 and February 2018 saw the
4th consecutive quarter for >80% occupancy
rates at Westlakes which has now peaked at
93%, the highest since 2016 February also saw a
new property enter the BEC family, Unit 1 Joseph
Noble Road, complete with tenant PaR Systems
which has selected the site for its European
Remote Handling Centre of Excellence. 
 
Across the estate modern commercial leases
have begun to be implemented, paving the way
for a phased, lease re-gearing programme
offering greater security of tenure for both
landlord and tenants, while reducing void costs
and improving landlord cashflow by adopting
industry standard commercial terms. 
 
Work in 2017-18 has allowed us to analyse the
qualitative core data/MI held by the Estates/FM
team, enabling a more commercially robust
procurement policy to be developed in line with
both landlord and tenant service requirements
and proffering best value for all parties.  
 
In addition, 2018/19 will see the core property
asset and infrastructure, together with key  

plant/equipment and M&E/energy services,
being surveyed in preparation of a
Preventative Planned Maintenance schedule.
This will prioritise condition levels together
with associated risks and costs over the next
5-10 years for the business and help identify
areas involving both service charge and
capital expenditure input. 





At BEC, we are working with our

partners to create a major

development plan that we believe

will transform the waterfront and

northern town gateway. North Shore

brings together great places to eat

and drink, vibrant start-up business

incubators, a quality 4* hotel and

modern offices overlooking the

marina. And in line with our

commitment to the environment, it

will be a low carbon scheme that

uses sustainable construction

materials and methods. 

 

Our cornerstone development has

taken strides forward over the course

of the last financial year. The

summer’s hard work paid off when,

in October, we learned the National

Productivity Investment Fund (NPIF)

bid we supported Cumbria 

County Council (CCC) with had been

successful – yielding £1.67m for the

“Whitehaven North Shore Access

project” that will improve the roads

and public areas around the

development. The total project will

cost £2.5m with BEC contributing the

balance. This was swiftly followed by

the purchase of the site that housed

the recently demolished Mark House,

together with the adjoining Park

Nightclub – ensuring more prime

development land for the ambitious

North Shore scheme.  

 

March 2018 saw the financial year

close on a high, with a new strategic

partnership between BEC and

Sellafield Ltd and £2.5m social

impact funding announced for the

Buzz Station scheme.  

 

North Shore is going to
breathe new life into
Whitehaven’s historic
harbourside.
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NORTH SHORE

HARBOURING  

GREAT AMBITIONS 
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£2.5m Sellafield LTD for the 

Buzz Station 

£1.67m from NPIF for road 

improvements  

£4.1M
EXTRA FUNDING 

SECURED

X 

 
ROAD 

IMPROVEMENTS 

UNDERWAY

ZNC
ZERO NET CARBON 

AIMS FOR THE 

WHOLE SCHEME
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WHERE NEXT

BEC TO THE FUTURE 

INCREASE 
IN WESTLAKES OCCUPANCY

LAUNCH
OF #MYNORTHSHORE

PROGRESS
WITH LOW CARBON PLANS

After a tough first year following the
commercialisation of the company in 2016/17,
2017/18 really has seen serious momentum for
BEC, its team and its projects. We will show no
signs of slowing down as we progress through
our ten-year business plan. 
 
Since the close of the financial year we have
already seen our new brand launch. Approval of
the planning application for the Buzz Station.
Public consultation for the North Shore project
open with a dedicated website, drop in hub on
the harbour and a dedicated events
programme.  
 
We also celebrated an increase in Westlakes
occupancy figures. Our community art scheme
#MyNorthShore has delivered its first
installation and plans for ZNC building at North
Shore and the Microgrid at Westlakes are
gathering significant pace.   
 
2018/19 will see major progression of our low
carbon energy plans, the North Shore
development and improvements at Westlakes –
including a push to see more car sharing across
our site to optimize parking space and reduce
travel emissions.  
 
Our commitment to our people, our vision and
our community remains clear and we will be
building better communities for many years to
come.  





Building
Extraordinary
Communities

BEC 
discoverbec.com 
01946 595200 
info@discoverbec.com


